Computational prediction of the bioactivity potential of proteomes based on expert knowledge.
Advances in the field of genome sequencing have enabled a comprehensive analysis and annotation of the dynamics of the protein inventory of cells. This has been proven particularly rewarding for microbial cells, for which the majority of proteins are already accessible to analysis through automatic metagenome annotation. The large-scale in silico screening of proteomes and metaproteomes is key to uncover bioactivities of translational, clinical and biotechnological interest, and to help assign functions to certain proteins, such as those predicted as hypothetical. This work introduces a new method for the prediction of the bioactivity potential of proteomes/metaproteomes, supporting the discovery of functionally relevant proteins based on prior knowledge. This methodology complements functional annotation enrichment methods by allowing the assignment of functions to proteins annotated as hypothetical/putative/uncharacterised, as well as and enabling the detection of specific bioactivities and the recovery of proteins from defined taxa. This work shows how the new method can be applied to screen proteome and metaproteome sets to obtain predictions of clinical or biotechnological interest based on reference datasets. Notably, with this methodology, the large information files obtained after DNA sequencing or protein identification experiments can be associated for translational purposes that, in cases such as antibiotic-resistance pathogens or foodborne diseases, may represent changes in how these important and global health burdens are approached in the clinical practice. Finally, the Sequence-based Expert-driven pRoteome bioactivity Prediction EnvironmENT, a public Web service implemented in Scala functional programming style, is introduced as means to ensure broad access to the method as well as to discuss main implementation issues, such as modularity, extensibility and interoperability.